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Jennifer Hale voices many Star Wars characters, including Bastili Shan, Satele Shan, Aaayla Secura, Riyo Churchi, DT-F16 and Mon Mothma. She voiced Bastila Shan in Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic (and its sequel to The Sith Lord) and Star Wars: The Old Republic. She also
played Satele Shan in The Old Republic. In Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Hale voiced many characters, including Aayla Secura, Riyo Churchi, and Lolo Purs. In Star Wars Rebels, she voiced the commander of DT-F16 and voiced Mon Mothma insLEGO Star Wars: The Freemaker
Adventures. A full list of her voice credits can be found on her IMDB page. Check out the many places you've probably heard Hale's voice in this video. Check out the full list of women in the 365 Days of Star Wars Women in the Women in Star Wars Index. It contains highlights from each
post and notes that include a new 365 interviews with actresses, writers, artists and more. Liked it? Take a moment to support Amy Richau on Patreon! Jennifer Hale, Knights of the Old Republic, LEGO The Freemaker Adventures, Star Wars, Star Wars Rebels, Star Wars Resistance, The
Clone Wars, The Old Republic, The Rise of Skywalker View Full Version : Female soldier has the voice of Satele Shan RameiArashi06.21.2016, 12:20 He took female commando human soldiers to the Knights. Every time he speaks, he changes his normal voice and voice, which sounds
like Satele Shan. Just because she flirted with Theran doesn't mean she should turn into his mother. Also in Chapter 2, the Jedi complained that the Empire was in ruins because of my soldier, not the Republic. Why would jedii be upset empire collapsed? spectreclees06.21.2016, 12:21 PMI
do not know how to tell you this, but the voice actor for Satele Shan is the same as The Female Trooper. Jennifer Hale is her name. LyraineAlei06.21.2016, 12:54: Every time she speaks, she changes her normal voice and voice that sounds like Satele Shan. Just because she flirted with
Theran doesn't mean she should turn into his mother. Also in Chapter 2, the Jedi complained that the Empire was in ruins because of my soldier, not the Republic. Why would jedii be upset empire collapsed? Same actress. Jennifer Hale also voiced Bastila Shan in The Knights of the Old
Republic. She voices Satele Shan as well. As for the Chaper II thing, I assume KotFE Chapter II, but I remember my Chapter II soldier about people complaining about the Republic being in ruins. Maybe you have an error? HuaRya06.21.2016, 01:00 PMBioware please fix it!
RameiArashi06.21.2016, 01:11 PMI wondered if it was the same person. The voice changes in the same dialogue. They had to record it at different times and mix up what form it was supposed to be at that time. I chose the wrong character for Theran's romance. Same his mother and his
girlfriend. Not good. DOHboy06.21.2016, 01:30 PMI wondered if it was the same person. The voice changes in the same dialogue. They had to record it at different times and mix up what form it was supposed to be at that time. I chose the wrong character for Theran's romance. The same
person expresses his mother and his girlfriend. Not good. Shes a voice actor (and damn good at it) she can use voice insoundation and pitch along with other changes to make her voice sound older, softer, calmer etc. Many voice actors tend to play multiple parts, if you look at the list of
actors (Imdb) you will see many many parts played by multiple actors (additional voices). Play long enough and play enough classes that you'll be able to tell who made the extra votes. This game was one that with the voice of action and spared no expense in hiring some of the best
(famous?) voice actors in the industry. jstankaroslo06.21.2016, 02:20M my female commando man soldier knights. Every time he speaks, he changes his normal voice and voice, which sounds like Satele Shan. Just because she flirted with Theran doesn't mean she should turn into his
mother. Also in Chapter 2, the Jedi complained that the Empire was in ruins because of my soldier, not the Republic. Why would jedii be upset empire collapsed? OMG OMG OMG OMG!!!! Maybe because when Satele dies in the future he holds a femshep, er fem trooper body? :eek:
:D:D:D:D Nefla06.21.2016, 02:50 PMI wondered if it was the same person. The voice changes in the same dialogue. They had to record it at different times and mix up what form it was supposed to be at that time. I chose the wrong character for Theran's romance. The same person
expresses his mother and his girlfriend. Not good. And I thought my (male) consular dressed in my mother's outfit while romancing him was angry :p Theeko06.21.2016, 03:20 PM We need Teemo's companion in the game Lunafox06.21.2016, 03:49 PM We need teemo companion in the
game You're obsessed. :D Theeko06.21.2016, 04:19 PM We are obsessed. :D Yes Teemo is the best BlazeTomahawk06.21.2016, 04:58 PM We need teemo companion in the game No, we need Waru. At least he Star Wars MACharlieV06.21.2016, 05:00 PMJust happy coincidence. I
believe Bioware was channeling Commandwr Shepard for femTrooper LyraineAlei06.21.2016, 05:10 PMJust happy coincidence. I believe Bioware was channeling Commandwr Shepard for femTrooper I'm commander of Havoc Squad, and this is my favorite store on
Zakuul/Odessan/OtherLocationsHere. I still expect FemTrooper to say something about Reapers as if BW was just recycling recorded lines from the Mass Effect series. FemTrooper is basically StarWars FemShep, which is fun. OR something like: I've always liked number seven. Not sure
why, but having number seven after something makes you feel more bad-a[auto-censorship AWESOME]. Nevaeh-Heaven06.21.2016, 19:30I can not say that I drew a lot of attention to the voice of the policewoman. Why? Well, she can't stand her battle cry, which is used far to many in any
fight. So when I play a female trooper I play with the sound off. Besides this battle cry, I like the history of soldiers and the voice in normal conversations, but this battle cry just got to many for me to play it now with every sound. PorsaLindahl06.21.2016, 09:28 PMBioware please fix it! Fix
what? Nothing is broken. It's not like it's the Temple or vector that uses Kaliyo's voice. He's the same person who expresses both characters. :rolleyes: I can't say I paid much attention to the voice of a policewoman. Why? Well, she can't stand her battle cry, which is used far to many in any
fight. So when I play a female trooper I play with the sound off. Besides this battle cry, I like the history of soldiers and the voice in normal conversations, but this battle cry just got to many for me to play it now with every sound. Battle cry? What kind of battle cry? I've played soldiers since
the beta and I can't remember them with a battle cry. RameiArashi06.21.2016, 10:14 PmFirst time I played sith warrior I knew who is the overseer, was Avon in Blakes 7. And because of that I made my warrior lightside because I couldn't stand the idea of killing him. I also recognized the
voices that were in the original Guild Wars and Guild Wars 2. And although I haven't seen her name on the SWTOR list I swear I heard Nancy Drew's voice in SWTOR. Cedia06.22.2016, 07:49 AMBattle scream? What kind of battle cry? I've played soldiers since the beta and I can't
remember them with a battle cry. Maybe he/she's talking about hurting screaming? FemTrooper squeaks like a little girl and I hate him. Seriously, she reacts as she doesn't have a durasteel suit on. ElZaguero06.22.2016, 08:12 AMJedou you are obsessed. :D or possessed
JediAkemi06.22.2016, 08:16 AmFirst time I played sith warrior I knew who the overseer was, was Avon in Blakes 7. And because of that I made my warrior lightside because I couldn't stand the idea of killing him. When I first met Superintendent Tremel, I noticed that... well, technically I
thought, Hey, he sounds exactly like Avon! and went to check the credits. I love Paul Darrow's voice. I wish he wasn't in much of the game. I could listen to him, ordering me to listen :) XiamaraSimi06.22.2016, 10:56 AMSay that it's wrong, Steve Blum voices half of the NPC in the game now
:p Canadian-American voice actress This article is about a voice actress. See also Jen Hale. For the film, see Jennifer Hale. Jennifer HaleHale in 2012BornHappy Valley-Goose Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada[1]Other namesCarren Learning[2]CitizenshipCanada and The United
States[3]Alma materBirmingham-Southern CollegeOccupationVoice Talent[4]Spouse(s)Barry Oswick (m. After 2009) Children1[3]Parent(s)Jim Learning (father)Websitejenniferhale.com Jennifer Hale is a Canadian-American voice actress known for her work in video game series including
Baldur's Gate, Mass Effect, Metal Gear Solid, BioShock Infinite, Metroid Prime, Overwatch and Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic. In 2013, she was recognized by Guinness World Records as the most prolific voice actor in a video game (female). Hale appears in such animations as
Where on Earth Is Carmen Sandiego?, The Real Adventures of Jonny Quest, The Powerpuff Girls, Codename: Kids Next Door, The Grim Adventures of Billy &amp; Mandy, Brandy &amp; Mr. Whiskers, Totally Spies! and Avatar: The Last Airbender, as well as its sequel The Legend of
Korra. In various media, Disney Princess spoke in a biography of Cinderella and Princess Aurora between 2000 and 2010. [7] [8] Hale's biography Early Life and Education was born at Happy Valley-Goose Bay in Labrador, Canada. [3] Her mother was what she called a wandering master's
degree, and her stepfather was a microbiologist. In an interview with Tom Bissell of The New Yorker, she described her biological father, James Learning, as an outdoorsman. He was also an outstanding nunatukavut and a prominent environmental activist. [10] She grew up in South
America and lived mainly in Montgomery and Birmingham, Alabama. When she was a teenager, she got a voice-over spot on a local radio station where she was paid $35 just for a call. In 1982, she graduated from the Alabama School of Fine Arts,[13] where she was in the theater
department and had an interest in being in a rock band: I started doing voice-overs to pay for life and the PA system and everything else, and ended up just taking over, acting took over. At the age of 17, she worked as a production assistant. She attended Birmingham-Southern College,
where she discovered that the program's style was broader than what she wanted to do,[3] and was more interested in film acting than acting; She graduated from law school there. She worked as an actress and continued to perform voiceovers, often commuting between Birmingham and
Atlanta, Georgia. [1] [3] [12] Acting, voice over in cartoons Her first major break in acting was in 1988 for the film A Father's Homecoming,[1] which was the NBC film of the week. After doing more regional work, she eventually moved to Los Angeles, where she took on sporadic guest roles
typical of young actresses in shows such as Melrose Place, ER and Charmed. Her first major role as a voiceover in cartoons was to Ivy's main character in Where on Earth is Carmen Sandiego? which was based on a series of computer games. Since it was her first cartoon, she was looking
for additional classes and workouts. [3] The program lasted many seasons until its last broadcast in 1999. Hale enjoyed the project and noted that it was one of the first cartoon television networks that met educational requirements. Hale's next animation project was Skeleton Warriors,
where there were ten cast members, [two of whom] were girls, and we blew ourselves up and mutilated each other every week. The development of a video game tie-in for Carmen Sandi gave her the opportunity to make her first ever voice in a video game. He describes his time with the
game as a really confusing experience because it took a lot more lines and time than the show. [3] Her next major video game was with BioWare in their Baldur's Gate series in various roles, which eventually led to big roles in Mass Effect and other titles. In 1994, she was cast as Felicia
Hardy/Black Cat in Spider-Man, the first in a long line of Marvel Comics characters she expressed. In various Disney projects, she plays Cinderella and Princess Aurora. In 2003, Hale voiced Ms. Little in the short series Stuart Little. Hale voiced the main character Sam and rival Mandy in
the French- and Canadian animated series Totally Spies!. In a 2004 interview, she said: 'I'm very happy that David (Michel, creator and producer), Jamie (Simone, voice director) and everyone gave me the opportunity to be part of the show, it was one of my favorite experiences. She
describes Sam as smart and risky, but now you see more of her wacky side and her girlish side, and Mandy as a total snot, which is also funny. She voiced two characters, as well as others in the show and its feature film. The voice game continued to voice Bastila Shan in Star Wars:
Knights of the Old Republic and returned for a brief appearance in the sequel to Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic II – The Sith Lords. She later voiced the female version of Jaden Korr in Star Wars: Jedi Knight: Jedi Academy. In mmoprg bioware Star Wars: The Old Republic, Hale
voiced Republic Trooper Female, as well as returning NPC Jedi Grand Master Satele Shan. It is also known as Samus Aran's voice in all three games in the Metroid Prime trilogy, providing beetles and screams as the player moves and takes damage. Hale is also known for her many voices
in the Metal Gear Solid series (Naomi Hunter in Metal Gear Solid and Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots and Emma Emmerich in Gear Solid 2: Sons of Freedom). Hale was also the voice of Jean Grey in Wolverine and X-Men and Marvel vs. Capcom 3: Fate of Two Worlds, as well as a
small role in Swat Kats. She also voiced British mercenary Jennifer Mui in Mercenaries: Playground of Destruction and Mercenaries 2: World in Flames. In 2011, she was the voice of Ms. Marvel (Carol Danvers) in Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes. She voiced Leah in Diablo III and
appeared as Rosalind Lutece in BioShock Infinite. Hale also played the role of Krem, a trans-man in Dragon Age: BioWare Inquisition. Hale was chosen to voice Commander Shepard, the main character in the Mass Effect series. She said she is very invested in helping to make video game
history, although she is not a player herself. [14] Although Hale opposes certain lines, if they seem unpatched in other works, he prefers not to mess with the words shepard and BioWare. Although reports have shown that that only 18% of players chose to play as a female Shepard in Mass
Effect 2,[23][24] vocal support for her character was high, leading to the fan-driven nickname FemShep,[25] and an email campaign to put her character on the cover of Mass Effect 3. , re-nominated for the Mass Effect 3 award, Hale and his fellow Shepard's Voice Actor Mark Meer in 2011's
Influences and Acceptance In an interview with The Geek Forge about her influences, Hale cited her peers in the world of voice acting, including Dee Baker, Frank Welker, Grey DeLisle, Tress MacNeille, Kath Soucie, April Winchell, and especially Phil LaMarr. He also admires the work of
Edward James Olmos and Mary McDonnell in the Battlestar Galactica series and the film and theatrical roles of Judi Dench. Hale's peers and critics have noted her versatility in roles: Michael Abbott, a Wabash College professor who blogs about video games, said she has become
undetectable even though she has expressed dozens of roles. Tom Bissell noted that she was identified as a kind of Meryl Streep in form. In another interview, she said: 'I love anonymity. I could go through Comic Con and no matter how many people could be a fan of what I was doing, we
were around and no one knew. I'm invisible. If I had done as many roles on camera as I did a voiceover I couldn't go to the grocery store alone. Hale also stated in the same interview that as shoddy as it sounds, the player is the star of the game. It is the beauty of the games that it is you
that inhabits. It's not about someone else, it's about being that person, and if I show up well, I as a person disappear. Your experience is basic. [29] Hale's personal life lives in Los Angeles, California. He has a son. It has several pets. She likes to spend time outdoors and mentioned that
she could become an architect because she likes to oversized houses. Although she appears in many video games, she said she didn't play any until she interviewed Tom Bissell for The New Yorker, where she first played Mass Effect. [12] She mentioned that she couldn't even watch
cartoons when she was a child. Her hobbies are horses; she mentioned that she is part of a local evacuation response team that saves them from the onsocies of brush fires. [18] In 2017, she wrote on Twitter about her support for the release of her biological father, Jim Learning, who was
imprisoned for refusing to sign a restraining order away from Muskrat Falls and who has advanced cancer. [31] Learning is part of the NunatuKavut community as an elder. The student's daughter, Carren Dujela, works at the University of Victoria. [32] Filmography Main article: Jennifer Hale
filmography Notes ^ Although Hale's birth year was reported as 1972 in an interview with Tom Bissell of The New Yorker,[3] her description of being in the class of 1982 at the Alabama School of Fine Arts suggests an earlier year of birth. Disney Channel Medianet. Disney Enterprises.
Archived from the original on December 29, 2014. Accessed December 30, 2014. ^ Jennifer Hale – Resume.^ Jennifer Hale – Resume. Jeff Zannini Talent stars. Archived from the original on December 4, 2015. Accessed December 26, 2014. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n Bissell, Tom (August
15, 2011). Voicebox 360 Queen of video games running. The New Yorker., full essay at Bissell, Tom (2013). Invisible Girl – Jennifer Hale, queen of voice-over video games. Magical Hours: Essays about creators and creations. McSweeney's. 9781938073106. ↑ Szabo, Barbara (March 7,
2007). Talent Agent Lectures for the Mary Pickford Series. Corsair Newspaper – Santa Monica College. Accessed October 19, 2014 – by California Digital Newspaper Collection. ^ a b Nintendo Power employees (May 2009). Power Profiles 26: Jennifer Hale. Nintendo Power (241): 76-78. ^
Feature: Girl Power-Up. Guinness World Records 2013: Player Edition. Guinness World Records Ltd. 2012. p. 154. 9781904994954. ↑ Sofia First. Disney Junior Medianet. Disney Enterprises. Accessed December 30, 2014. ^ Disney Book Group (2013). Disney Princess: Cinderella Read-
Along Storybook. 9781423163589. ↑ Little, Jaronda, ed. Alumni News: Jennifer Hale, Theatre Arts–1982 (PDF). Applause. Birmingham, AL: Alabama School of Fine Arts. 26 (April 6): 7. Accessed January 24, 2017. ^ Taylor, Courtenay. Of @jhaletweets this is derived from the great spirits
that protected people and the earth. Of course. Rest in power, good lord, and thank you for sharing the gift that is your daughter. Your no doubt he lives on. Peace symbol. Twitter. Courtenay Taylor. Accessed October 1, 2020. ^ Roache, Trina (July 21, 2017). Inuk Elder was taken into
custody after defying the Muskrat Falls warrant. Wiadomości APTN. Accessed October 1, 2020. ^ a b c d e Jennifer Hale, Bringing Southern Charm to Southern California. Geek Forge. Accessed December 30, 2014. ^ Alumni News: Jennifer Hale – Theater Arts – 1982 (PDF). Bravo –
Alabama School of Fine Arts: 7. April 2015. ^ a b c d e f Walker, John (July 27, 2011). Commanding Shepard: Jennifer Hale Speaks. Rock, Paper, Shotgun. Accessed May 9, 2013. ^ a b Cullen, Johnny (June 26, 2013). Hale to the Commander. Eurogamer. ^ Cox, Kate (March 15, 2012).
Faces behind Mass Effect 3 voices. Kotaku. Accessed May 2, 2013. ^ Aaron Couch (November 1, 2014). 'Spider-Man: The cast of the animated series joins in and reveals a new project. The Hollywood Reporter. Accessed February 1, 2016. ^ a b Interview with Jennifer Hale. Geocities.ws 4
October 2004 ^ Behind the voice actors – Jennifer Hale. Behind the voice actors. The check mark indicates that BTVA has verified the entries using credit screenshots and other confirmed sources/. Accessed November 20, 2017. ^ Interview with Jennifer Hale. Yildizsavaslari.com May 2008
Archived from the original on November 6, 2008. Accessed December 30, 2014. ↑ BioWare has put a lot of work into the trans dragon age character. Kotaku. ^ a b Cheryll Del Rosario (September 1, 2011). Interview with Jennifer Hale, voice of Mass Effect's FemShep. GamesRadar.
Archived from the original on March 8, 2014. Accessed May 9, 2013. ^ Jeff Cork (July 19, 2011). BioWare says that 18 percent of Mass Effect players choose a Shepard woman. Game guide. Accessed May 2, 2013. ^ Robert Purchese (July 20, 2011). BioWare: 18% game Mass Effect
FemShep. Eurogamer. Accessed May 2, 2013. ^ a b Griner, David (April 2, 2013). Why aren't video game actors treated like celebrities?. Polygon. ^ Narcisse, Evan (June 16, 2011). 'FemShep' Becoming a Cover Girl for Mass Effect 3. IFC.com. Archived from the original on June 17, 2017 ↑
Nick Chester (November 17, 2010). Nominations for the Spike Video Game Awards 2010 revealed. Destructoid. Archived from the original on October 28, 2012. Accessed May 12, 2013. ^ VGA Ten – Nominations – Best Performance by a Human Woman. Spike TV. Archived from the
original on December 4, 2012. ^ Walker, John (September 28, 2014). Jennifer Hale Interview: From Metal Gear to Mass Effect. Rock, Paper, Shotgun. Accessed March 4, 2015. ^ Yin-Poole, Wesley (October 11, 2013). Mass Effect actor jennifer hale joins Long Dark. Eurogamer. Accessed
January 16, 2015. ^ The voice actor, daughter of a trapped defender of the earth, appeals to supporters of help. VOCM. Accessed July 27, 2017. ^ Johansen, Bruce E. (2016). Exploitation of resources in the native north Plague on peoples. ABC-CLIO. p. 74. 9781440831850. ↑ Carren
Dujela - University of Victoria. www.uvic.ca. Accessed July 27, 2017. Reference Book beck, Jerry (2005). Animated Film Guide: Chicago Review Press. 386pp. ISBN 9781569762226. Terrace, Vincent (2008). Encyclopedia of Television Programs, 1925 to 2010 (2d. Mcfarland.
9780786486410. Terrace, Vincent (2014). Internet Horror, Science Fiction and Fantasy Television Series, 1998-2013. Mcfarland. 9781476616452. Wikimedia Commons external links have media associated with Jennifer Hale. Jennifer Hale's official convention page appearances on
Jennifer Hale's AnimeCons.com in Jennifer Hale's Anime News Network encyclopedia in Behind The Voice Actors Jennifer Hale on IMDb Secrets to Your Success: Jennifer Hale. Yahoo.com. February 27, 2013 – Video Interview Downloaded from
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